
Some of the main differences between News Agencies and Press Publishers, as per you request. 
 

1. Marketing, selling and distribution 
The main differences between News Agencies and Press Publishers is the marketing, selling and 
distribution of news. 
 
Though Press Publishers sell news on separate issues that are published and print on certain 
dates, News Agencies sell individual news items after their creation or with a certain delay and 
through different delivery channels. 
NewsAsset supports the grouping of news items into news services (products). An item might 
belong to more than one service (product). Each service might be delivered to one or more 
subscribers through different channels. A subscriber is able to get the same service by more than 
one channel. NewsAsset support all types of delivery Channels including WEB (NA Portal), 
Mobile (NA mobile/ tablet e-readers), WEB Services (programmatic interface to get information), 
RSS, Email, FTP (direct or via a service provider), Serial Port, Satellite (via a service provider), 
Shared Folders etc. 
One of the strong points of NewsAsset Agency Edition is that the sales/marketing departments of 
News Agencies can create new & flexible services/ products very easily by using Subscribers & 
Services Manager, while the editorial team does not need to worry about which news items shall 
go to which subscriber / service as this is handled very efficiently by the system. 
 
Differences exist also on the charging models. 
 
Press Publishers are focused on the B2C model, while News Agencies are more focused on the 
B2B model. Publishers usually charge buyers on the volume of issues while News Agencies might 
have different charging modules. NA supports multiple charging types: free, free with limited 
access (e.g. only headlines or low resolution images), monthly, per item, monthly and per item, 
package (monthly and per item with a certain number of free included items). 
 
Press Publishers publish news periodically and so they do for news corrections, updates or 
cancellations. News Agencies do the same actions immediately when they needed. For News 
Agencies seconds play very important role when dispatching news. Towards this direction real-time 
production monitoring capabilities of NewsAsset can be proven as a valuable tool. 
 

2. Event Management & Editorial Planning  / Issue Planning 
Managing upcoming Events, planning News Coverage and allocating relevant resources is 
considered as crucial for the Agency Business. Management of Events & Editorial planning, must 
be embedded into the workflow, allowing linking of Events and Editorial content, so that Planned 
News can be created by Events, and vice versa Events can be defined by processing Unplanned 
News.   

For Events that are going to be covered by the Agency, allocating & managing relevant resources 
as well as monitoring the Work Plans is very important. Furthermore, News Agencies tend more & 
more to inform in advance their customers (e.g Publishers & Media Organisations) about  the 
Events that the Agency is going to cover,  often including also details about the type of coverage 
(text, photos, videos, infographics etc), so  that Publishers can decide to ask relevant the Agency 



for produced material about a number of Events, instead of sending their own people to cover 
them. 

News Agencies are also interested in managing as many upcoming Events as possible, even if 
they decide not to cover all of them, as they tend to sell/provide as products more & more, apart 
from news content (text, photos, videos etc), Thematic Event Agendas e.g the Sport Agenda of 
next week/ month, an Event Agenda about a specific City / Region for next week/month etc.  

NewsAsset Agency Edition’s  Planning Environment enables fully interactive co-ordination of all 
Agency activities covering very effectively all the above requirements. Activities deploy around an 
Event driven engine for managing upcoming events, planning news coverage and for allocating 
resources.  Events are assigned to human resources. Editorial staff can have  a complete overview 
of their assignments, including notifications for new or updated assignments. Calendar Monthly, 
Weekly or Daily views permit efficient work plan monitoring. Upcoming News Coverage and Events 
can be published for the Agency’s customers. Event Agenda Products can be easily defined by the 
Agency and sold/ provided to the Agency customers. Effective information exchange between 
customers and providers is achieved by using industry standards (i.e EventsML).  

 
On the other hand, Publishers are mainly interested on the Issue Planning, with 
Advertisements playing a significant role on the formation of the final Issue Plan (especially for the 
magazines) 
 

3. Metadata management & Proper indexing  - Following Industry Standards  
Metadata used to describe news content is essential for News Agency business.  Proper 
Indexing allows the Agency to establish a powerful Archive and provide complete and accurate 
indexed information to its customer. Adding or changing metadata can be a tough process with a 
non-flexible metadata support system.  Metadata is essential for the News Agency and its 
customers to find, classify, and assemble content quickly.   
 
Following the Industry Standards is also crucial  (like the ones proposed by IPTC) for News 
Agencies. 
 
NewsAsset offers advanced functionality for indexing, storing, searching and management of 
multimedia news assets. The flexibility to manipulate metadata and content allows also NewsAsset 
Agency customers to be able to rapidly build new News Products/Services for their customers. 
They can even define V.I.P / personalized services available to specific customers only. 
NewsAsset is based on Industry Standards (IPTC, ANPA, NewsML, EventsML), making it a very 
powerful and flexible solution. 
 
On the other hand, Publishers did not seem until now to pay so much interest in detailed indexing 
until. We are now starting to see big Publishers (only) to become more interested on the indexing 
process & International Standards but still not on the Agency detail level.  As it is not part of their 
established business culture they even find it difficult to “convince” their people  to support proper 
indexing.  
 



News Agencies normally also have much bigger on line Archives of News Assets than 
Publishers, including many millions of News Assets and thus News Agencies are more 
“demanding” in terms of the specifications / requirements of their digital Archives. 
 

4. News Providers’ General Functions  
Efficient Handling of News Stories’ priorities is very important for news Agencies. Underlying 
content management solution shall offer functions, fields and commands for handling 
Flash/Braking News, Urgent, Updates etc  
 
It  is also very common for Agencies to recognize classes of errors & enhancements and thus they 
need to be able to set up separate procedures and functions to deal immediately with them, like 
Corrections, Continuations, Withdrawals, Repetitions,  Embargoes etc.  These kind of 
operations/ functions need special handling and are very important for the Agency Users, while on 
the other hand they are not important the Publishers’ Business.  Publishers print their issue once-
off and they may also publish via web/ mobile where the can easily update / enhance/ correct 
published News Stories but normally they don’t deal with Push Delivery methods (like ftp, satellite 
etc) like Agencies who shall have an organized and efficient way to immediately inform their 
customers about Corrections, Withdrawals, Repetitions, Embargo etc.  
 
NewsAsset Agency Edition offers all relevant functionalities that can facilitate and speed up the 
Agency editorial operations. Specialized functions for Embargo, Corrections, Continuations, 
Withdrawals, Repetitions etc are available and cover efficiently all the above requirements 
 

5. 24X7 Operation 

Most News Agencies work on a 24X7 base. Potential outages caused by system malfunctioning 
or even normal system updates can have a serious impact on their business and are not 
acceptable is such environment  that rely on a 24-hour service.  

Crash-tested in an Olympic Games environment, employing state-of the Art Technology and being 
based on fault-tolerant architecture, along with it’s 24X7 Help Desk and Support Team establish 
NewsAsset Agency Editions as the proper suite of tools for the demanding News Agency business 

 
6. Page Layout for NewsPapers & Magazines 

Improving the Page Layout Process without changing the commercial tools used for it (Adobe 
Indesing /. QuarkXPress) is very important for the Publishers. Layouting is one of the last steps of 
the Publishers workflow and usually works with very limited time frames.   Last minute changes 
which affect already created layouts and shall be done very quickly as the issue printing deadlines 
are rather close, are very frequent in the Publishers Business and in many cases lead to mistakes 
and bad quality if not managed with the propped tools. 
 
NewsAsset Publishing edition supports dynamic and seamless integration with layout application. It 
ensures integration of the Planning, Newsroom & Archive Departments with the Prepress and 
Page-Layout Departments, also offering Automatic Page Layout functionalities as well as 
advanced functionality for editing layouts & managing layout templates. These features result in 



substantial reduction of workflow production processing time and improvement in the quality of 
page Layout. 
 


